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Stop rolling the dice on inferior
technology and placing compliance
belief in affiliates.

Introduction
Stop rolling the dice on inferior technology
and placing compliance belief in affiliates.
Thank you for taking the time to review our latest solutions brochure from Mitigatr. We are
delighted that you are considering us as your choice of service provider for affiliate compliance.
We provide a professional and experienced marketing compliance solution for iGaming
operators. By combining the best technology with a qualified legal and compliance team,
Mitigatr is becoming the industry-leading standard for its partner clients, ensuring that they are
exceeding their regulatory obligations, preventing a regulatory investigation or penalty, and
improving their overall brand presence.
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We are not just a tech application, meaning that our trained and empowered team of inhouse affiliate compliance managers can save you hundreds of hours of work every
month. Best of all, our rates are super cost effective and usually work out less than if you
hire an FTE.
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We accommodate client specific requests. We are not a one-size-fits-all PR showpiece
with the aim of churning through 100s of clients. Every client matters to us. Every client is
handled in a special way.
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We provide guarantees on our work performance. We stand by the service that we provide
you and we aim to ensure you receive a 5-star set of solutions, all the time. We are always
happy to discuss and finalise KPIs and specific performance guarantees.
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We price fairly, transparently and with our client’s budget in mind. One simple fixed cost
per month, with lots of added value extras. No hidden surprises or other upsells. Whilst we
are not the “budget” option (the experience that we bring to your marketing compliance
obligations is more than just technology), our pricing is dependent on a number of factors,
and we work with all our clients to come to a mutually beneficial arrangement.

Our overarching mission is to ensure that, for you and your licensed business, we
Save Time

Save Budget

Prevent Risks and Fines

Improve Digital Reputation

Below is a summary of our current solutions at Mitigatr. Please contact us to discuss further, to
arrange a demo, meeting, or a free trial.

ASTAN MORARJI LLB
Co-founder, Executive Director

Our Solutions

Web-based Application
Advanced Actionable Reports
Exposure
Negative PPC
Social Media
Emails

Web-based Application
Our proprietary technology scans and monitors
1000s of affiliate URLs in the space of minutes,
reviewed against your brand-specific guidance and
the applicable law & regulations. It can quickly and
easily show to you that affiliates are promoting your
brand correctly and compliantly. The application
scans and reviews for offer accuracy, significant
terms, correct tracking link(s), prohibited words and
phrases, suitable imagery, and more. Per-jurisdiction
setup is available- different regulatory requirements
are easily accommodated.
For all new clients, our Application is free of charge
and unlimited (but subject to simple fair usage). At
Mitigatr, we know that technology alone will not
solve your affiliate compliance requirements, and
that’s why we want to ensure that every client pays
for the added value that Mitigatr brings, not just for
some SaaS technology.

Advanced
Actionable Reports
(“AAR”)
Super quick and super effective. Our AAR will
save you significant time and effort for your
affiliate managers through our actionable
reports that are flexible to your compliance
requirements.

OUTPUT AND DELIVERABLES
•
•
•
•

Brand setup
Output of results via simple user dashboard
Easily review areas of non-compliance
Automatically create “remediation reports” for
every affiliate domain, with just a few clicks.
PRICING

Free (subject to fair use).
SUPPORT
8am - 9pm, GMT
GUARANTEE/ SERVICE
LEVEL
99.5% uptime
Full client satisfaction rating

Combined with our technology, you receive
brand-specific reports for each affiliate’s
promotional source, detailing when
and
what needs to be changed. Best of all, these
can be completely customised based on the
monitoring results and your requirements. You
tell us what you need in each report and the
deadline, and we deliver. Quick, simple,
effective and 100% accurate. Remedy 100s of
affiliates non-compliance in the space of
minutes through our dedicated support. No
more messy, confusing, data
overloaded
spreadsheets to
work from!

OUTPUT AND DELIVERABLES
Completely customisable reports, in whatever format
you choose.
PRICING
Starting from just £99 per brand report per month.
SUPPORT
Once we have supplied the report to you, you will
receive dedicated support from our compliance team on
any further action or request that you might have.
GUARANTEE/ SERVICE LEVEL
100% accuracy in the AAR. Contact us to discuss more.

Exposure
Find where your brand is vulnerable to risk in promotional sources that you are not monitoring.
Relying on affiliates to inform you where your brand is promoted, or tracking their inbound links, is only
half the answer. How do you close this costly and frustrating loophole? With Exposure, every month you
will receive a list of exposed traffic sources that you are not monitoring. It is a thorough, live, dynamic,
and detailed search- it’s like going to the end number of pages available on a Google Search. Unlike
others, we aren’t just scanning for your brands on a fixed database (meaning we find more results, that
are more accurate and riskier to your brands).
Add this list to your monitoring processes or to the Mitigatr application. No more risks with unapproved
websites or dodgy traffic referrals. Even better, confidently answer a Regulator’s question: “How do you
ensure your affiliate database for monitoring is completely up-to- date?”

OUTPUT AND
DELIVERABLES
Reports showing all unapproved
domains, delivered at a specific date in
the month.

PRICING
Starting from just £99 per brand report
per month.

SUPPORT
Once we have supplied the report to you, you will receive
dedicated support from our compliance team on any further
action or request that you might have.

GUARANTEE/ SERVICE LEVEL
100% accuracy in the AAR. Contact us to discuss more.

Social Media

OUTPUT AND DELIVERABLES

FACEBOOK, TWITTER, YOUTUBE AND TWITCH

•

Monitoring social media platforms for compliance by your
affiliates is hugely difficult. Keyword searching rarely works,
private groups are impossible to scan and crawl, images are
very costly to review, and videos may require 1000s of hours
work by your compliance team. Furthermore, simply not
allowing affiliates to use social media does not mean you are
safe, that the risks have been mitigated and that regulators
would be happy with this “turn a blind eye” approach.

•
•

Reports delivered per platform,
daily, weekly or monthly.
Screenshots and live links are
provided.
Easy to use reports that enable quick
and effective action by your team.
PRICING

Starting from £500 per brand.
SUPPORT

It’s about the content, not just the title of the video or the
settings. A streamer playing slots with a child in the background
is a significant regulatory breach, but do you have processes
in place to stop this? What if every video that promotes your
brand is actively monitored for non-compliance?

Our dedicated social compliance team
are available between 7am - 10pm GMT.
GUARANTEE/ SERVICE LEVEL
We guarantee to find more than any
other competitor or similar product in
the market who focus on closed social
networks and platforms.

To scan, review and monitor affiliates who use public traffic
sources is simple and effective. However, closed groups and
networks (which includes popular social media platforms) are
generally inaccessible. An affiliate might promote your brand
to 1000s of individuals without you even knowing. As a result,
these private networks pose a serious threat to your brand’s
regulatory obligations. A growing database of closed-circuit
gambling offer groups and exclusive networks are monitored
for compliance using totally proprietary technology and
processes.

Negative PPC
With affiliates, PPC is a difficult regulatory obligation. Without access to their Google Analytics account,
your brand is left in the dark as to when, how and where it is being promoted. These are dangerous and
risky questions that cannot be ignored. Mitigatr conducts 1000s of searches every day, finding PPC
adverts and checking them for compliance. We run monthly searches in relation to negative keywords.
This includes searches that are specific to your brand name and trademark(s). Live results published
immediately- there’s no waiting around if we spot a PPC advert that is noncompliant. Rest assured that
PPC adverts are not being misused by your affiliates.
OUTPUT AND DELIVERABLES
A list of PPC adverts, with a screenshot, showing which
affiliate is bidding against your restricted negative terms.
PRICING
Starting from just £79 per brand per month.

SUPPOR
T
N/A
GUARANTEE/ SERVICE
LEVEL
100% on-time delivery.
100% validated PPC results.

Emails
Turning a blind eye is not a defence. How does your brand
ensure regulatory compliance of affiliates who are sending
email marketing, either on your behalf or where this is
unauthorised? Are your affiliates approved to send email
campaigns? Do you have visibility over what is actually sent
out? How do you ensure the content is compliant?
Mitigatr monitors over 10,000 marketing communications
every week. We search for any brand promotions and alert
you immediately (usually within 30 minutes of the material
being sent). It is a comprehensive and growing databaseensure your brand is protected from noncompliant affiliate
email marketing.
Plans start from £99 per brand per month, with results
delivered near instantaneously.

Ad Hoc Compliance
Projects and
Initiatives
Combined with our technology, you
receive brand-specific reports for
each affiliate’s promotional source,
detailing when and what needs to
be changed. Best of all, these can
be completely customised based
on the monitoring results and your
requirements. You tell us what you
need in each report and the deadline,
and we deliver. Quick, simple,
effective and 100% accurate. Remedy
100s of affiliates non-compliance
in the space of minutes through our
dedicated support. No more messy,
confusing,
data
overloaded
spreadsheets to work from!

PLEASE SEND US A MESSAGE, AND

Let’s get you protected with a free trial.
Astan Morarji

Roo Wright

CO-FOUNDER

CO-FOUNDER

astan@mitigatr.com

roo@mitigatr.com

+ 36 20 298 7177

+61 424 315 480

Visit www.mitigatr.com to learn more

